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INTRODUCTION 
 

Amnesty International submits this contribution to the European Commission against Racism 

and Intolerance (ECRI) on the occasion of its fifth cycle country monitoring that includes the 

Kingdom of Belgium. 

Amnesty International welcomes that Belgium has requested ECRI to evaluate the situation 

experienced by lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender and intersex (LGBTI) individuals in 

Belgium. Amnesty International believes that ECRI has a crucial role to play in combating 

discrimination against LGBTI people in Europe.  

This submission specifically focuses on violations of the right to freedom of religion or belief 

in Belgium and discrimination experienced by religious minorities, in particular Muslims, on 

the ground of religion or belief. Such issues have been the focus of a field research 

undertaken by Amnesty International in several countries including Belgium in 2011 and 

2012. Furthermore, it includes recommendations pertaining to discrimination and violence 

experienced by LGBTI individuals. 
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EXISTENCE AND IMPLEMENTATION 

OF LEGAL PROVISIONS 

 

A. REGIONAL LEGAL INSTRUMENTS 
Belgium has yet to implement some of the recommendations put forward by ECRI on the 

occasion of the fourth monitoring cycle in 2009. 1Belgium has neither ratified Protocol 12 to 

the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 

(Paragraph 2 of the 2009 report) nor signed the United Nations Convention on the Protection 

of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families (Paragraph 9). Moreover, 

Belgium has not ratified the Council of Europe Convention on Preventing and Combating 

Violence against Women and Domestic Violence.  

Amnesty International calls on Belgium to sign and ratify these treaties without further 

delays.  

B. LEGISLATION AIMED AT COMBATING DISCRIMINATION 
On 10 May 2007 Belgium adopted two laws aimed at combating discrimination on the 

ground of sex2 and on other grounds including sexual orientation, religion or belief, age and 

disability.3 Another law already in force since 1981 aims at tackling discrimination on 

grounds of race and ethnicity.4 

The 2007 law aimed at combating discrimination on the ground of sex provides protection 

against discrimination against transgender individuals5 who have change sex6 (article 4.2). 

Amnesty International is concerned that such protection is narrower than the one that would 

be provided on the ground “gender identity”, which is a prohibited ground of discrimination 

in international law.7 According to existing research undertaken in Belgium and elsewhere 

trans people do not necessarily identify themselves as only male or female and thus do not 

necessarily seek reassignment surgeries or legal gender recognition.8 

Amnesty International calls on Belgium to amend its anti-discrimination legislation by 

providing protection against discrimination on the ground of gender identity in all areas of 

life. 
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DISCRIMINATION AGAINST MUSLIMS 
 

Discrimination against Muslims in several areas of life continued since the last report on 

Belgium published by the European Commission against Racism and Intolerance.9 In 

particular, women wearing religious and cultural symbols and dress are still discriminated 

against in the workplace. In its field research on discrimination against Muslims in Europe, 

Amnesty International spoke to women wearing the headscarf in Belgium who felt 

discouraged to seek employment, especially in the private sector or who applied only for 

positions where they thought they would have been allowed to wear the headscarf, for 

instance in back-office positions. 10 

A. PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT 
In 2011, Muslims filed 82 per cent of the cases of religious discrimination collected by the 

Centre for Equal Opportunities and the Fight against Racism (hereafter “the Centre”).11 The 

Centre told Amnesty International that the nature of the complaints indicated women and 

men experience discrimination on the ground of religion or belief differently. Cases involving 

Muslim men referred predominantly to accommodation of religious needs in the workplace, 

such as praying times or flexible working hours during Ramadan, the Islamic month of 

fasting. Most of the complaints filed by women involved the prohibition to wear religious and 

cultural symbols or dress. Muslim individuals, civil society organizations12 as well as the 

Centre for Equal Opportunities told Amnesty International that private companies – including 

temporary employment agencies, cleaning companies and call-centres – as well as public 

employers or privately-run institutions receiving public funds enforced restrictions on the 

wearing of religious and cultural symbols and dress.  

In the private sector, restrictions on the wearing of religious and cultural symbols and dress 

are aimed at promoting a specific corporate image or at counteracting potential negative 

reactions from clients. Some existing research has identified the wearing of the headscarf as 

a barrier to accessing employment, even more so in positions requiring direct contact with 

clients. Some private employers, such as banks and financial institutions, allow the display of 

religious symbols only for staff in back-office positions. Other employers, such as cleaning 

companies, restrict the wearing of religious symbols and dress to satisfy the requirements of 

their clients.13 

Even when neutrally formulated, restrictions on the wearing or display of religious and 

cultural symbols and dress disproportionately impacts Muslims, especially Muslim women 

who manifest their religious or cultural identify or beliefs by wearing specific forms of dress. 

The Centre for Equal Opportunities told Amnesty International that the complaints it received 

of discrimination against Jews were not associated with wearing or displaying of religious and 

cultural symbols or dress but rather with discriminatory speech and violent attacks. A Jewish 

organization in Flanders told Amnesty International that in their experience the issues 

relating to religious and cultural symbols and dress were not a matter of concern for Jews, 

and that related public and political debates focused almost exclusively on the Islamic 

headscarf.14 
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According to international law, Belgium must not only ensure that public authorities refrain 

from discriminating but also tackle discriminatory practices put in place by private actors15. 

Belgian anti-discrimination legislation allows for differences of treatment on prohibited 

grounds of discrimination in the area of employment only if based on an “essential and 

determining occupational requirement”,16 as also established by the EU Framework 

Employment Directive,17 which Belgium has transposed into its domestic legislation.  

It is submitted that, for the purposes of employment in the private sector the notion of 

“essential and determining occupational requirement” should be construed narrowly and 

according to international law, for which any difference of treatment on a prohibited ground 

does not amount to discrimination only if based on an objective and reasonable justification. 

In particular, promoting neutrality or accommodating negative views of clients or colleagues 

on specific religions or systems of belief cannot qualify as stemming from an essential and 

determining occupational requirement  as they are very general criteria and applicable to any 

occupation. On the contrary the circumstances in which determining occupational 

requirements can be introduced should be limited18 and the necessity of introducing them 

should stem from the very nature of the occupation and the tasks involved.19 

Belgian Courts have in some instances20 relied on the notion of “determining occupation 

requirement” to justify the denial of access to employment or the dismissal of individuals 

wearing religious or cultural symbols or dress without proving that such restriction was 

necessary for the specific nature of the occupation involved. It is submitted that this is in 

breach of article 4.2 of the Framework Employment Directive and of international standards 

on discrimination. 

B. PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT 
In the area of public employment, the requirement for state officials to present an impartial 

and neutral appearance, to the extent of excluding the wearing of religious and cultural 

symbols and dress, may be an objective and reasonable justification for state officials 

exercising potentially coercive powers of the state.21 

In 2007 Board of Education of the Flemish Community (GO!) entitled by the Flemish 

Community to provide neutral, non-denominational, education on its behalf, introduced a 

general prohibition to display religious and philosophical symbols for all teachers, except for 

teachers of religion.  A similar prohibition was discussed by the Parliament of the Brussels-

Wallonia Federation and eventually rejected on 21 March 2012. 22 

Prohibitions to wear religious and cultural symbols and dresses applied to teachers should be 

assessed on a case-by-case basis and follow the guidelines of the United Nations Special 

Rapporteur on freedom of religion and belief. It is not, prima facie, necessary for the state to 

prohibit teachers from wearing religious and cultural symbols and dress in all circumstances 

in order to ensure impartiality in education.23 Amnesty International calls on Belgium to 

ensure that bans on religious or cultural dress in public employment are aimed at achieving a 

legitimate aim under international law that are absolute necessary and proportionate to the 

aim sought. 
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C. PROHIBITION OF RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL SYMBOLS AND DRESS FOR PUPILS 
Restrictions on wearing religious and cultural symbols and dress for pupils have been 

introduced by Belgian authorities in recent years. 24 For instance the Internal Regulation of 

the municipality of Brussels prohibits the display of any apparent political, ideological or 

religious sign within the school premises and in the contexts of both indoor and outdoor 

school activities.25 This Regulation also applies to institutions providing higher education to 

adult students.26 It is submitted that such a general ban is contrary to international law.27  

Among students in Flanders, approximately 16 per cent attend schools run by GO!,  which is 

fully funded by the Flemish Community but managed independently from the Ministry of 

Education. Until 2009 each school run by GO! was authorized to establish its own rules on 

the display of religious and cultural symbols and dress for pupils. GO! told Amnesty 

International that although data were not collected, approximately seven out of 10 of its 

schools had introduced some form of dress-code restrictions. For instance in 2009 only three 

schools allowed the wearing of religious and cultural symbols and dress in Antwerp, the 

biggest city in Flanders with a large Muslim community. GO! ran two of them (Koninklijk 

Atheneum Antwerpen and Koninklijk Atheneum Hoboken).  

On 11 September 2009, the Board of GO! introduced a general ban prohibiting the display of 

religious and philosophical symbols, applying to pupils, teachers and anyone charged with 

pedagogical tasks within its schools. The Director of GO! motivated the ban by their intent to 

preserve diversity, stating that an increasing number of students chose to attend GO! schools 

solely because the display of religious and philosophical symbols was still allowed; and the 

need to tackle group pressure against youngsters who did not want to wear religious symbols 

and dress.28 

It is submitted that such a general ban violates the rights to freedom of expression and of 

religion or belief. Wearing religious and cultural symbols and dress is an element of the right 

to freedom of expression and of the right to manifest religion or belief. Under international 

human rights law, no restrictions are permissible on the right to hold (or not to hold) religious 

or other beliefs, or opinions generally. However, the right to express such opinions (freedom 

of expression) or to manifest one’s religion or belief may be subject to certain restrictions but 

only where such restrictions are demonstrably necessary and proportionate for the purpose of 

achieving a specified legitimate aim such as the protection of public safety, order, health, or 

morals or the fundamental rights and freedoms of others.29 

The ban has a disproportionate impact on Muslim girls who wish to exercise their rights to 

freedom of religion or belief and to freedom of expression by choosing to wear a headscarf. 

The decision to ban religious and cultural symbols and dress applied by the two GO! schools 

and by other schools in the past resulted from cases of pupils wearing the headscarf. As 

confirmed by GO! to Amnesty International, no other religious symbols have sparked 

significant controversies. This may be due to additional factors; in Antwerp, for example, the 

majority of Jewish pupils wearing religious symbols attend Jewish schools.30  

Even if some of the aims of GO! in imposing a general ban, such as protecting pupils who 

chose not to wear headscarves from pressure, could be considered legitimate, the 

proportionality and necessity of a general ban are extremely doubtful, especially considering 

that it may lead to drop-outs, segregation of pupils wearing the headscarf in Muslim private 
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schools or home education.31 Alternative policies, such as strengthening measures aimed at 

tackling bullying, could have been pursued and in instances where those resulted being 

ineffective, prohibitions to wear religious symbols could have been introduced at the school 

level.  

 In the past the Flemish Ministry of Education did not take a position on restrictions on 

religious and cultural symbols and dress in public schools, believing that the issue was better 

tackled at the level of each individual school.32 The Ministry has not taken a stand on the 

introduction of a general ban on religious and philosophical symbols applying to pupils. 

However, the Flemish government is responsible for ensuring that the rights of the pupils to 

freedom of expression and to freedom of religion or belief are protected, respected and 

fulfilled, as well as for the organization of public education in Flanders. It has to ensure 

equal opportunities and treatment in all areas, including education, as foreseen by the 

Decree on Equal Opportunities and Treatment, adopted by the Flemish Community on 8 July 

2010, which enshrines the prohibition against discrimination on the ground of religion or 

belief in several areas of life including education.33 

Amnesty International calls on all Belgian authorities with competences in the area of 

education to uphold the rights of pupils and students to freedom of expression and freedom 

of religion by ensuring that no general ban on religious and cultural symbols or dress is 

applied in public schools. 

D. PROHIBITION OF WEARING FULL FACE VEILS 
Although official data are not available, fewer than 300 women are estimated to wear full-

face veils in Belgium.34 There is also a variety of approaches to the wearing of this veil; some 

women fully veil themselves only for a few years, some others do so only in specific 

circumstances. 35 

On 28 April 2011, the Chamber of Representatives (Lower Chamber of the Federal 

Parliament) voted in favour of a federal legislation prohibiting the concealing of the face. All 

the members of the Chamber voted in favour except for one who voted against and two who 

abstained. The legislation entered into force on 23 July 2011.36 

Supporters of the ban claim that to conceal the face in public could hinder the functions of 

law enforcement officers to tackle crime. However, domestic legislation already allows law 

enforcement officers to proceed with identity checks when they suspect a person has 

infringed or is about to infringe the law or has violated or is about to violate public order. In 

cases where an individual refuses to comply, he or she may be held in custody for up to 12 

hours for the purpose of ascertaining his or her identity.37 Therefore, the legislation banning 

concealment of the face does not seem to be necessary for ensuring security. 

The Parliament did not consult with civil society or seek the advice of the Council of State 

ahead of the vote. In July 2011 two women wearing full-face veils launched proceedings 

before the Constitutional Court aimed at repealing the legislation. On 6 December 2012, the 

Court found that the law does not violate the right to freedom of religion or belief.38  

Amnesty International believes that general prohibitions on the wearing of full-face veils 

violate the rights to freedom of religion or belief and of expression of those women who 
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choose to wear it as an expression of their religious, cultural or personal identity or beliefs. 

States can deny women the possibility of wearing specific forms of dress, and thus restrict 

their rights to freedom of expression and to religion or belief, only in order to achieve a 

legitimate aim and provided that the measures put in place are proportionate and necessary 

to the aim sought. Assessing the legitimacy of any restriction always requires careful 

consideration on a case-by-case basis, with reference to demonstrable facts and not 

presumptions, speculation or stereotyping.  

Some clearly defined restrictions on the wearing of full-face veils will be legitimate, for 

instance, when required to show one’s face in certain demonstrably high-risk locations, or for 

necessary identity checks. But in the absence of any demonstrable link between threats to 

public safety and the wearing of full-face veils, public safety cannot be invoked to justify the 

restriction on the right to freedom of expression and religion or belief that a ban on the 

wearing of full-face veils would entail.  

It has been argued that a general ban on full-face veils is necessary to safeguard gender 

equality and protect women from being pressured or coerced into wearing it. States do have 

an obligation to uphold gender equality and ensure that all individuals are able to freely 

exercise their right to freedom of expression and other human rights such as the right to 

work, education and freedom of movement. They must, therefore, take measures to protect 

women from being pressurized or compelled to wear full-face veils against their will. Where 

violence or the threat of violence is employed to compel women to dress in a certain way, the 

appropriate response for the state is to intervene in each individual case through the family or 

criminal law system. States have to do so by adopting comprehensive legislation aimed at 

tackling all forms of violence against women, promoting awareness-raising initiatives in order 

to better inform women of their rights and putting in place mechanisms to seek redress. 

However, Amnesty International is concerned that European states including Belgium have 

focused so much in recent years to the wearing of full-face veils as if this practice were the 

most widespread and compelling form of inequality women have to face. 

Amnesty International calls on the Belgian government to repeal the federal legislation 

prohibiting the concealing of the face. 
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THE SITUATION OF LESBIAN, GAY, 

BISEXUAL, TRANSGENDER AND 

INTERSEX PEOPLE (LGBTI) 
 

In 2012 media reported several crimes perpetrated against gay men on the basis of their real 

or perceived sexual orientation, including two murders.39 Nine of such crimes were reported 

to the Centre for Equal Opportunities and the Fight against Racism in 2011.40 86 

homophobic crimes are mentioned in the official statistics of crime compiled by the police 

across the country.41 Such statistics regrettably do not include specific data on transphobic 

crimes.  According to existing research 4 out of 5 trans people are victims of some forms of 

violence; only a minority of them file a complaint to the police.42 

In the wake of such events the government announced in May 2012 the adoption of an 

action plan aimed at combating homophobia and transphobia. In July 2012 the government 

put forward a bill aimed at enhancing penalties for crimes perpetrated on the basis of 

prohibited grounds including sexual orientation. It was adopted by the Belgian Federal 

Parliament in December 2012.43 The new law includes “sex change” (changement de sexe) 

among the grounds on which a crime can be perpetrated.  

As explained here above in chapter B, Amnesty International is concerned that ground “sex 

change” is narrower than the ground “gender identity”, which is a prohibited ground of 

discrimination in international law. Amnesty International calls on Belgium to include the 

ground “gender identity” in article 405 quarter of its Criminal Code.  

The action plan to fight against homophobia and transphobia has not been made public to 

date. It is expected to be shortly debated within the Council of Ministers. 44 According to 

public declaration made by governmental representatives45, such a plan should include 

several policy initiatives aimed at improving reporting, investigation and prosecution of 

homophobic and transphobic hate crime. Research undertaken by Amnesty International on 

such form of crimes in other countries46 has highlighted that unawareness and stereotypes 

within the police and the judiciary may constitute key obstacles in tackling these crimes. 

Amnesty International therefore calls on Belgium to adopt a comprehensive approach aimed 

at tackling homophobic and transphobic hate crime including initiatives aimed at tackling 

stereotypes, encouraging victims to report them and facilitating the collection of data.  

In November 2011, the current government committed to evaluating legislation regulating 

legal gender recognition and to amending it according to international standards.47 Such an 

evaluation has not been entailed to date.  

It is submitted that the current legislation48 discriminates against trans people in the 

enjoyment of their fundamental rights.  Such legislation makes legal gender recognition 
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dependent on compulsory requirements that are at odds with international human rights 

standards and that include the conviction to belong to the opposite gender certified by a 

psychiatrist, reassignment surgeries and the inability to procreate. 49 

Amnesty International calls on Belgium to amend the «law on transsexuality » by introducing 

a quick and transparent mechanism which allows trans and intersex people who wish to do so 

to legally change their gender without any requirements such as, for example, a diagnosis 

that they suffer from a mental disorder, reassignment surgeries or the inability to procreate.  

Moreover, Amnesty International calls for the removal of trans identities from the list of 

mental health disorders and for the reclassification of relevant aspect of trans health care in 

a non-stigmatizing manner in order to facilitate access to health care and to ensure that 

specific transgender health care consistently with the recommendations of the World 

Professional Organisation for Transgender Health (WPATH).50 Trans people shall not be 

subject to any medical treatments unless they express their informed consent to it. Specific 

medical treatments, including hormonal treatment and gender reassignment surgery, should 

not be imposed on transgender people as a condition for the legal recognition of their gender 

change. 
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eliminate transgender or trans-sex exclusions and to provide coverage for transgender patients including 
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